Welcome to Plaza Zoo!

We hope that you enjoy your visit here at us. There is a lot of things to do - both for kids and adults. Make sure to check out our "PlazaMap" app, which gives you an interactive view of the park.

We want to make your experience flawless. If you have any questions, please contact any of the numbers listed below. Also, make sure to follow the rules and note the caution signs listed to the right of this paragraph.

**Contact numbers**
- Park Emergency Department: +441234567
- Park Management: +44456789
- Park Information Phone Robot: +4489109
- Audio Guide technical support: +441234567

**Opening Hours:**
- Season: 1st May - 1st November: 09.00am - 10:00pm
- Off-season: 10.00am - 6.00pm

---

**Answer these questions related to the sign:**

Name one way you can interact with the park map.

What number do you call in case an animal has escaped from its cage?

If you come to visit at 31st March at 17:00, will the park be open?

Translate "No littering" to Swedish:

You see an animal that has escaped from its cage. Name the two steps you would take below, and use the sign as a reference.

1. 
2. 
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